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Welcome to Newsreel Easy,  
 

• Greta Thunberg: We will never stop fighting for this planet 
Greta Thunberg joins Extinction Rebellion 

 
• Bayan Alwadi: This is my mum, her name is Mouna Alwadi, I help her to learn English and 

she is so proud of me 
Also, in today’s show: The teenagers who translate for their parents 

 
I’m Layla May, your London based reporter.  

 
• Greta Thunberg joins Extinction Rebellion  

Extinction Rebellion is a non-violent direct-action group. Direct-action 
means the group uses strikes, demonstrations and protests to achieve 
their demands. 
 
Extinction Rebellion have been demonstrating in London, and across the 
country, since Monday 15th April. They’re asking the UK government to do 
more to stop climate change. Protestors told Guardian News they’re 
fighting for our planet: 
 
Protester: We believe in fighting for our planet. We don’t have long to make 
the changes that we need to. 
 
The protests were designed to be peaceful but more than 1000 people 
were arrested.   
 
16-year-old Swedish environmental activist, Greta Thunberg, visited 

London to join protesters. Greta spoke to a crowd gathered in the centre 

of London, taken from Channel 4 News: 
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Greta Thunberg: And we will never stop fighting. We will never stop fighting 
for this planet, and for ourselves, our futures and for the futures of our 
children and grandchildren. Thank you! 
 

● And now, the teenagers who translate for their parents 
Migrating to a new country has many challenges including learning a new 
language. These challenges are often easier for children than adults as 
they’re able to go to school. This helps them quickly learn the language of 
their new home. But what happens to the parents? The BBC spoke to 
Bayan Alwadi about this:  
 
Bayan Alwadi: My name is Bayan Alwadi, I am 14 years old, I come to here 
last year with my family. This is my mum, her name is Mouna Alwadi, I help 
her to learn English and she is so proud of me. 
 
Bayan’s mum depends on her daughter to teach her English and translate 
for her in different settings, including the doctor’s office.   
 
Bayan Alwadi: When she has an appointment at the doctors or the dentist 
or anything, I go there to help her because she doesn´t know the language.  
 
Mouna is one of 750,000 people in the UK who speak little English. Not 
speaking the language can be difficult in places like restaurants, shops 
and during medical appointments. The BBC visited one hospital in 
Peterborough to discover the challenges of translation  
 
Administrator: Are you okay with English? 
Patient: Russia 
Administrator: Russian that’s fine, zone B please 
Patient: Thank you. 
Administrator: You´re welcome. 
 
The surgery has had to recruit workers who speak more than 15 different 
languages. Dr Neil Modha explained: 
 
Dr Neil Modha: Well, we have to completely change the way that we run our 
service. 
 

• And finally, Avicii’s new song SOS is released 
Last year in April the famous Avicii – whose real name was Tim Bergling – 

committed suicide.  Since then a team of writers and producers have been 

working on an album based on Avicii´s work before he died.  

Let´s have a listen to the single SOS that was released last month:  

 

“I can feel your touch pickin' me up from the underground, and 

I don't need my drugs, we could be more than just part-time lovers 

We could be more than just part-time lovers 

We could be more than just part-time lovers” 

 
That’s all for today. We’ll be back again on the 18th May! Thanks for 
listening!  
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